DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE RECIPIENTS

Ahmed Al-Shaibani
Sherlyn Arora
Kwame Osei Baah-Acheamphour
Salman Barlas
Alexandra Beyle
Leyan Karim Bitar
Jonathan Cortez Bugtas
Fang Zhong Cai
Kar Chun Cheng
Sum Yu Ching
Yen-Chen Rosaline Chiu
Wonho Choi
Jinjia Dai
Juan Sebastian Diaz Mola
Wei Du
Enovwo Frances Eghre-Bello Farjad
Elahi
Mohammed Elkaderi
Celina Fregianto
Bipasha Gandhi
Tyler James Genier
Dylan Gervais
Minal Ghayur
Sarah Girgis
Mariam Sarwat Girgis
Alyssa Jonath Gonzalez
Ying Huang
Dahlia Husriei
Iloa Imran
Narayan Jethwani
Arshad Khairullah
Malik Khaizi
Nehal Ahmed Khan
Fatima Qaisar Khan
Sana Khan
Hyojin Kim
Jesica Kuruvilla
Oleksandr Kyslychak
Calvin Henry Lau
Tiana Thy Le Hoang
Shi Wei Li
Cesar Augusto Lozano Hernandez

DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE RECIPIENTS

Bjanka Luka
Ziwei Luo
Mohammed Maarouf
Erfa Mahmood
JiaXuan Mei
Jiarui Meng
Samitha Mirza
Debra Katarina Mosun Yash
Narayan
Aimen Nauman
Hoang Thuy Linh Nguyen
Phuong Ha Nguyen
Juriza Via Nierva
Alexander Nikolaenko
Jiahuan Ou
Arianne Joyce Beley Padillo
Zhe Pan
Stephen Thomas Polack
Tsung Ching Rachel Poon
Aavaiz Raza
Javeria Rizwan
Sabrina Christine Rodgers
Ansu Susan Roy
Osama Saeed
Alina Saif
Ayman Sattar
Matteo Massimo Scurci
Azalfa Shafiq
Areeba Shaikh
Zi Ling Shu
Reet Ranveer Singh
Md Ahnaf Tajwar
Neelam Talat
Shanelle Marsha Fatima Vaz Shravan
Nandhan Vijayabaskaran Jiahong
Wang
O Yeung Ocean Wong
Crystal Ho Yin Wong
Ho Ming Eddie Woo
Yuanyuan Wu
Alaa Yassin
Nigina Yussupova
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Institute for Management & Innovation
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO MISSISSAUGA
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (PSDP)

The PSDP is an exclusive offering to the Commerce and Management students through the Department of Management.

The program provides opportunities and experiences for students to complement and enhance the learning experience beyond the classroom.

DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE

Students who have completed more than 25 hours of professional development are invited into the Director’s Circle each year. This year the Department recognizes 84 students in Commerce and Management who have met or exceeded the criteria.

IMI AWARDS

The Institute for Management & Innovation and the Department of Management recognizes both undergraduate and graduate students for their contribution to growth and development at UTM, as champions of the Department and for academic excellence.

MGT480 POSTER PRESENTATIONS

Please take some time to visit the MGT480 presentation boards which display a variety of internship experiences from our Commerce and Management undergraduate students over the academic term.

PROGRAM

OPENING REMARKS
Linnet Kocheril  
Professional Development & Career Strategist

PRINCIPAL’S REMARKS
Professor Ulrich J. Krull  
Vice-President and Principal, UTM

CHAIR’S MESSAGE
Professor Mihkel Tombak  
Chair of Management

REMARKS
Rafael Chiuizi  
Assistant Professor,  
Organizational Behaviour & HR Management

AWARDS PRESENTATION
Soo Min Toh  
Director of IMI; Associate Professor,  
Organizational Behaviour & HR Management

Heather Hines  
Director of Undergraduate Programs &  
Student Services

Tanya Kirsch  
Acting Director of Undergraduate Programs;  
Associate Professor, Finance

Minlei Ye  
Associate Professor,  
Accounting

PRESIDENTIAL REMARKS
Mueed Fiaz,  
President of the undergraduate student society,  
IMI Business Association

CLOSING & THANK YOU
Linnet Kocheril  
Professional Development & Career Strategist

IMI AWARD WINNERS 2018-19

GLOBAL CITIZEN INTERNAL
Sabrina Christine Rodgers

AMBASSADOR
Hibah Ali Hashmi  
Juriza Via Nierva

IMINATOR
Joshua Steve Dube (MBioTech)  
Bipasha Gandhi (Accounting)  
May Lim (MScSM)

PSDP CHAMPION
Arshad Khairullah  
Nehal Ahmed  
Azalfa Shafiq

TRANSITION TITAN
Jonathan Cortez Bugtas  
Muhammad Fahad Dayala  
Soheila Debra Katarina Mosun  
Arianne Joyce Beley Padillo  
Larasati Ayu Wulandari

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Adityasingh Badal  
Saahir Salim Kapasi  
Ilyas Kurbanov  
Yu-An Joanne Tsao  
Augustin Udom Wai  
Hong Jie Xu